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Product Details
Coffee mugs are more than just mugs! You use them every
day and having a photo coffee mug just makes your day even
special. A personalised coffee mug can embark your beautiful
memories or evoking quotes that'll lighten up your day for
sure. Dina Color Lab provides you with superior quality mug
printing online without many efforts. Our specially designed
coffee mugs are made from high-grade ceramic material.
The quality of prints that we deliver is no shorter than perfect
and our services are quicker as well as reliable. Coffee Mugs
printing is an art of blending high-quality prints using
advanced technology printers providing greater precision.
You can upload desired photo, text and graphic design here
so that we can deliver you the same on printed coffee mugs.
Also, you can create your design using our online tool for to
design cool coffee mugs.

Personalised Coffee Mug printing
online
A personalized coffee mug printing is cost-effective and one
of the best gifting options available online. You can easily opt
for online mug printing as it is quite convenient and pocketfriendly. To get started, you first have to select a design that
needs to be printed on the mug. Once you have the design
ready, you can place the order here online and get it
delivered at a lightning-fast speed. Also, did we mention that
we provide free shipping? Now that's a great deal!
You can either purchase photo coffee mugs for yourself or gift
to someone. Eitherway, you'll be assured of high-quality
printing with a lasting impression. Printed cups are a great
way to start your rejoicing your memorable moments.
Printing quotes that inspire you in your mug can boost your
confidence for a delightful day.

Superior quality ceramic photo
coffee mugs
The quality of our ceramic mugs is undoubtedly the best with
high-grade materials and smooth finishing. It is suitable for
daily usage and is quite large enough to contain your larger
dosage of steamy coffee. We not only deliver great quality
mug printing, but also best material mugs which are:
• Highly reliable
• Smooth and shiny
• Safe for daily use
• Rich color
• Easy to carry

Superior quality ceramic mugs
Mug printing involves using advanced technology printers to
make printed mugs that have a high precision print and color.
With our superior printing methodology, we assure you that
your printed coffee mugs will be no less than incredible and
attractive. You can easily get your photos, texts and designs
printed in lesser time that'll save your money and efforts.
Use our online designer tool to customize your coffee mugs
according to your requirements and have an amazing looking
mug that'll leave a satisfying impression. You can choose
designs from our templates and make the designing process
easier and convenient. Also, if you already have a text, design
or photo, then you can directly upload it over here to get you
photo coffee mugs.

High-end printing technology
Printed cups are the best gift options! You can gift it anyone
from a family member to an office colleague. It serves as the
perfect gifting option that is not only amazing but also easier
on your pocket. Choose a coffee mug printing online option
for one of the several purposes listed below:
• Birthday present
• Anniversary gift
• Wedding photo
• Memorials
• Festive gifts
• Business gift
• Quotes
• Memorable photos

Highly affordable
You cannot get a much cheaper and better option on printed
coffee mugs because you can avail them here at a price of
Rs.199! Buying printed mugs online can be a super saver deal
that you simply can't refuse. The orders placed by you get
dispatched on the same day thereby providing the quickest
possible delivery option. Dina Color Lab gives you the bestpersonalised mug printing online at an affordable price
range.
So, what are you waiting for? Grab this amazing deal and get
the best quality mug printing online today!
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